
Nouns,

The only nouns of which it is possible to see the derivation

at first sight are those derived from verbs, which take llio

form of the third person singular, as Qdukm^fi, maker of

cloth, gbo, doctor (literally, he makes cloth, he divines).

Compound noims are common; am^nwe, milk (water of

the breast), ^rhiye, mother's father.
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Some nouns beginning with o, or q, form a plural by

changing the initial vowel into i; ox wo, woman, ixwo;

Qxaimi, chief, ixaimi. A certain number form the plural

in e, obo, doctor, ^bo. Usq (weelc) seems to be a singular

formed by analogy from is(^, five, there being according to

native reckoning five days in the week, as they include the

first day of the following week in giving the number.

In other languages of the group other vowel changes are

found as a sign of the plural ; but if these existed in Edo

they have now disappeared ; a certain number of nouns,

however, like ako, teeth, have in Edo the same form as in

the plural of Kukuruku, where the word is eko, tooth, ako,

teeth; this suggests that the Edo form was originally a

plural.

It is noteworthy that the use of the plural form in Edo is

optional.

Adjectives,

The adjective is seldom found in its simplest form ; it is

usually compounded with a personal pronoun or verb or both,

as i>kai, it is dry. The adjective follows the noun it qualifies

;

QuiQ da, bad boy (da=bad). Adjectives have two degrees

of comparison, as Qkpalo, big
;
Qkpal^jse, bigger (literally,

big past).

Numerals.

The accompanying table shows the numerals up to twenty

in six different languages. Though the forms differ con-

siderably, the numerals may be arranged in two groups,

according to the way in which the numbers from fifteen to

twenty are formed. This is as follows :

—
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pronoun is formed with obq (hand); memetobgrne,
myself ; it does not appear to be used as a proper reflexive,

but only as an emphatic form, ^gb^nie (my body) must

be used where a retiexive sense proper is found.

A personal pronoun is used even when there is a noun

or relative pronoun as the subject of the verb, Ogisonaw^,

Ogiso said; gmangd^^ the man who bought him. Where

there are two subjects of different persons the pronoun

follows the superior one, Mawog^ne, Ogene and I; a

usage to be noted is inavenukpogieva, he and the second

one.

For the possessive pronouns and adjectives forms of the

personal pronouns are used :

—

L Mq
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by a combination of these ; igalu^n^, I shall have

done it; past tense by ke; ik^lue, I did it, I made
it.

Por the singular of the imperative the simple form of the

verb is used; Iuq, do it, make it; the plural has the same
form as the same person of the present tense, waluQ,

do it.

The first and third persons arc formed with ni, gu, or

se . . . lai; nihasa, let me pay
;
gunieseva, let me reaeli

there; s^m^lai, nigaxia, let me go. The optative form of

the verb appears to be identical with tlie present, and is used

with tlie indefinite personal pronoun, agbiirabiyue, may
your fatlior and mother bo killed (may 07ie kill . . .).

A certain numl:)er of verbs appear to l)e negatived in the

simple form and require ga to give them a positive tense,

inf^me, I do not marry; igan^me, I marry ; iyo, I do not

go; igaiyo, I go.

Occasionally the sentence is inverted and the verb follows

the complement, okwiaxu, you are a man.

There is no passive. Impersonal verbs are replaced by

verbs with noun subjects; am^rliQ (water falls) ; it rains,

r/. ^xwQme (shame has me), I am ashamed.

Verl)s are simple or compound; to form the latter two

or more verbs are combined; isolai, I leave (lai= go),

irhiegade, I bring (I take, go, go); the object follows the

transitive verb ; mgrukpare, bring the lamp.

In sentences of affirmation a negative may be expressed in

three ways ; by ma, by throwing the accent back by inserting

i, or gi, or by vowel change ; ilue, I do it ; imalue, I do not

do it; ide, 1 come ; ide, I do not come ; ixia, I go; !ixia,

I do not go ; ilai, I go ; igilai, I do not go
;
Qrowa, he is at

home; Qrowa, lie is not at home; Qnabie, she bore;

QUQbie, she did not bear (a child).

With the imperative the negative is expressed by ge, or

(with a) by inserting i or re; mudia, stop
;
g§mudia, do not

stop ; agbe, let him beat ; aigbe, let him not beat; aixwe,

let him beat ; ar^xwe, let him not beat.
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It frequently happens that a negative cannot be expressed

directly ; thus, to say " no one came," a periphrasis is

employed; komai IcQma nfjre Qro, anyone who came was

not there ; the negative must in such cases be expressed by

the verb,

PreposUionH,

The prepositions are :

—

w§, bQ, u, in, among; wuvu, in the hole ; ukirha, among

the trees.

fi, into; fioha, into tlie bush,

uhume, up, upon ; uhumoke, up the hill,

oto, under ; otott^rha, under the tree,

i n b e r a, over ; i ri b e r aw a, over the house.

iyQke, beyond ; iy^jkikpoba, beyond Ikpoba.

ke, out of, from ; kQdo, from Edo.

adQse, between ;
adQseneva, between two.

ba, kewi, nia, with ; bame, with me.

ne, for; nime, for me; nuwe, iriwe, unwe, for thee;

ne, for him ; nima, for us ; nuwa, for you ; nina,

for them,

sokma, except; sokmQgene, except Ogene,

Adverhs,

Among the adverbs arc :

—

*k§
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as in the simple word, m q r u kp a r e, bring the lamp

<^Qrftkpa) ; or it may fall on the penultimate, okwiaxi, you

area man (okwia); Qrhame, my father (^rha ; with this

compare fyeme, my mother).

A knowledge of the use of the musical accent or tone is

essential for the comprehension of the Edo languages. Two
tones, the high and the low, are readily distinguishable, and

combinations of these, known as rising and falling tones, are

also found.

The part played by musical accent and stress in dis-

tinguishing words which would otherwise be homonyms may

be illustrated by the word ise, which has at least five

meanings.

isQ ... ... rattle.

ise

\4

mancala, a game.

five.

amen.

I am, I get, I reach.

The musical accent also serves to mark a question ; owu»

he is dead ; owu, is he dead ?

The coming together of two vowels is frequently prevented

by the insertion of euphonic letters or by the elision of one

;

ibiekanelid, or ibiekeha, three boys. Sometimes the vowels

coalesce to a diphjthong, as in Qwuwaiva, he said: you two;

in this case there is also a euphonic change of vowel
;
Qwe,

he said, wa, you, eva, two is the full form and as often

happens after w the e is changed into u. Consonants are

changed for euphony ; ikwenie, I answer ; ikexwenie, I

answered.
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